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Chief executives at three of the world’s biggest companies announced their
resignations in just one day.
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CEOs of Three of World’s
Biggest Companies
Resign in Single Day

Chiefs of Walt Disney Co.,
Mastercard, Salesforce all step down
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Head honchos at Mastercard, Walt Disney Co., and Salesforce, which all sit in the top half of
the Fortune 500, are stepping aside, leaving many to speculate about the strange confluence of
high-profile departures.

Robert Iger, who has helmed Walt Disney Co. since 2005, will retain the role of Executive
Chairman through 2021, but will be replaced as CEO by Bob Chapek.

“With the successful launch of Disney’s direct-to-consumer businesses and the integration of
Twenty-First Century Fox well underway, I believe this is the optimal time to transition to a
new CEO,” Mr. Iger said in a statement released Tuesday.

“I have the utmost confidence in Bob and look forward to working closely with him over the
next 22 months as he assumes this new role and delves deeper into Disney’s multifaceted
global businesses and operations, while I continue to focus on the Company’s creative
endeavors.”

Mastercard’s Ajay Banga will also transition from CEO to Executive Chairman effective Jan. 1,
2021, the company announced.

Banga will be replaced by Chief Product Officer Michael Miebach.

Educate yourself further by tapping into the Infowars Store's vast collection of books and
movies.

“Mastercard’s announcement came a day after the credit card company warned the
coronavirus outbreak could hit its 2020 revenue. The stock traded 1.6% lower in the
premarket,” CNBC reported on Tuesday.

Keith Block, who served as co-CEO of top customer-relationship management firm Salesforce,
stepped down on Tuesday.

Block will remain as Advisor to the CEO, the company explained in a statement.
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Matt Bracken guest hosts The Alex Jones Show to warn the world about the actual dangers of
a global pandemic.

Also, Ultra 12 is back by popular demand! Get the ultimate source of energy at
40% off now!
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Rispetto Rispondi"

2 mesi fa

Answer ..Because they are corrupt........Agree with Bernie.Tax the crap out of these CEOs...

Condividi# Segnala$

wppcproductions

Rispetto Rispondi"

2 mesi fa

3 out of 500 is a tiny fraction of CEO's and it's likely just aging and retirements. Perhaps some did get
ripped off, but then we will see a steady flow of them quiting/retiring. Personally I'd like to see the vast
majority of them retire as this system is so corrupt you cannot get into those positions unless you're in
certain families, or corrupt in to many ways to list.  

Condividi# Segnala$

IWeNoLongerTrustLiars

2 mesi faAha
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Rispetto Rispondi"

2 mesi fa

And they are headed for the Rothschilds end of the world bunker in South America.

Condividi# Segnala$

Aha

Rispetto1 Rispondi"

2 mesi fa

All concerned Bernie "Peter Pan" Alinsky might have a chance and their ensuring their entire fortunes as
well as themselves are completely sheltered offshore prior to that catastrophe.

Condividi# Segnala$

THX1138

Rispetto1 Rispondi"
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Coincides with the release in our country of the virus. All Bilderberg directed. 
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sovereignty_soldier
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Want their golden parachutes while they can still get them.
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dottyoldwoman
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And heading to New Zealand.
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woof

Rispetto1 Rispondi"

2 mesi fa

Could this be IT?  The long-predicted moment when the elite bug out to their luxury bunkers?

Condividi# Segnala$

Nimadan

Rispetto1 Rispondi"

2 mesi fa (Modificato)

This is a bad dream---------------   i went earlier to Rite Aid and fortunately they had just gotten new
shipments in of facemasks so i bought a box of 20 and then i headed to the store and started buying
canned food with long expiration dates and even Murachen noodle packages and other food,  i plan on
going back and buying more later on in the month and also maybe getting more ammo for my AR15
seriously the news just keeps getting more and more bad and now this Virus in in Sacramento California   
   its freakin unreal
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50caliberAR15
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Rispetto1 Rispondi"
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It has nothing to do with the Corona Virus???
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Vitamin_C

Rispetto1 Rispondi"
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Or it has everything to do with WCv (Wuhan-Coronavirus).
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Nimadan

Rispetto3 Rispondi"

2 mesi fa

Cashing in before the collapse?? Has President Trump contracted and localized the manufacturing base
and energy enough to stave off disaster here when the Asian markets fold up?? Getting some of the
manufacturing back home may be the silver bullet that saves us.. 
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Roadrunner0
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A distinct possibility   this situation is now getting extremely crazy and wild within the last couple
days now and that stock market is liable to be dragged down.
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